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Scarab® was born to challenge the conventions of boat design,  

so you can challenge the limits of boating. It’s in our heritage. 

It’s who we are. And it’s why we design and build boats that excite 

all the senses, from first look to first punch of the throttle.

PLENTY OF ROOM FOR FRIENDS, FAMILY 
AND FUN. NO ROOM FOR MEDIOCRITY.



THE BADDEST JET BOAT LINEUP 
IS NOW THE BIGGEST.

Four boldly designed models, from 16 feet to 25 feet, that live up to the Scarab name. 
All featuring powerful, proven Rotax® Jet Power. All built to avoid boredom, raise 
adrenaline and leave the status quo gasping for air.



Every Scarab boat is powered by Rotax Direct Drive Jet Propulsion,  
cranking out higher torque and more standard horsepower than the 
competition. And with over 450,000 Rotax 4-TEC® engines on the water,  
it’s not just power. It’s proven power. 

Direct power gives you maximum power. 
Unlike a conventional prop engine, which pushes water in a dispersed 
pattern, Rotax Jet Power concentrates thrust. An onboard impeller pulls 
water in and forces it out at a single point for maximum power. Less wasted 
engine power means more power in your throttle hand.

Shallow draft to go anywhere. 
Rotax Jet Power allows you to take the thrills to almost any place on water. 
Its shallow 12-inch (30 cm) draft makes it easier to avoid hazards like rocks, 
shallow boat ramps and other obstacles. And with no prop, it’s safer for 
swimmers, too.

Faster planing for towing wakeboarders, tubers and skiers. 
Because Rotax Jet Power uses water more efficiently, you get quicker hole 
shots, less bow rise and even quicker getaways from the norm. 

Cleaner technology means more enjoyable boating. 
All Scarab boats have Super Ultra Low Emissions, making them CARB/EPA  
4-Star compliant, the highest standard for engines. It’s a cleaner, better 
experience for water skiers, wake surfers and the environment.

An easy way to adjust your ride. 
Choose from three engine modes: ECO Mode sets the engine at the best 
on-plane range. SKI Mode offers five different acceleration speeds to choose 
from. DOCKING Mode gives you more touch around the dock.

Experience the unmatched 
performance of Rotax® Jet Power.

Weed and rope guard makes your day hassle-free. 
Our cutting-edge shaft guard prevents weeds or tow 
ropes from wrapping around the drive shaft. No need to 
clean out the ports that you find on other boats.

Run cooler and cleaner for longer life 
and better performance. Closed-loop 
cooling keeps external water and dirt out 
of the engine for longer life.

Lateral Thrust Control delivers quicker reverse.  
Unlike other boats, which feature a small, plastic reverse gate, our 
aluminum reverse gate offers unmatched low-speed maneuverability  
to make docking a breeze.



165

It’s the only 16-foot jet boat on the water, not to mention the 
planet. And it shows. All the power you need to separate 
yourself from the pack, along with tons of extra features that 
make this boat, and you, stand out on the water.



165

165 H.O. IMPULSE (250 HP)

FEATURES

165 H.O. (250 HP) + 165 BASE (150 HP)

Vivid Green

Black

Sunburst Orange

Blue

Laser Red

Laser Red

ComfortRide Seats
Spring-reinforced seats 
make even the choppiest 
rides feel smooth. Split down 
the middle for breathability 
on hot days.

The Captain’s Helm
The stainless steel gauge 
cluster is all about keeping 
everything within easy  
view, which puts you in  
total control. 

Roomy Swim Platform
With a swim mat designed 
to prevent slipping and 
plenty of space to play, this 
platform is a launching pad 
for fun. 

LOA 15´9˝ 4.80 m Persons Capacity 5 5 CE

Beam 7´1˝ 2.16 m Approx. Dry Weight 1600 lbs 726 kg

Fuel Capacity 20 gal 76 l Trailer Weight 617 lbs 280 kg

Draft 12˝ 30 cm Deadrise 21º 21º

Max. Capacity 850 lbs 385 kg Horsepower Range 150 - 250 hp

SPECIFICATIONS

Visit scarabjetboats.com for complete details.



195

The 195 gives you an all-access pass to the legend that is 
Scarab. Featuring an audacious design, spacious interior, 
razor-sharp handling and ultra-premium setup, it’s proof that 
breaking free from the norm starts in the engineering lab.



195

195 H.O. IMPULSE (250 HP)

FEATURES

195 H.O. (250 HP) + 195 BASE (200 HP)

Vivid Green

Black

Sunburst Orange

Blue

Laser Red

Laser Red

Pearlescent Upholstery
Stitched with modern materials, 
the textured upholstery glistens 
in the sunlight like it was made 
of water. And just wait until you 
sit in it.

Versa-Lounge Seating
It’s the only jet boat with a 
full sun pad. Stern seating 
converts to three positions, 
so you can worship the sun 
gods from any angle.

Sports Car-Inspired Dash
We looked beyond the 
boat industry for inspiration: 
contrasting finishes, gauge 
cluster display and a sleek 
style that everyone will notice.

LOA 18´10˝ 5.74 m Persons Capacity 8 8 CE

Beam 8´0˝ 2.44 m Approx. Dry Weight 2420 lbs 1098 kg

Fuel Capacity 31 gal 117 l Trailer Weight 834 lbs 378 kg

Draft 16˝ 41 cm Deadrise 20º 20º

Max. Capacity 1400 lbs 635 kg Horsepower Range 200 - 250 hp

SPECIFICATIONS

Visit scarabjetboats.com for complete details.



215

Sleek, stunning lines. Loads of luxury features that come 
standard. Twin Rotax Jet engines operating deftly at your 
fingertips. This is just a taste of what our 215 offers you. 
The only question is, what are you going to do with it?



215

215 H.O. IMPULSE (TWIN 200/250 HP)

FEATURES

215 H.O. (TWIN 200/250 HP) + 215 BASE (TWIN 150 HP)

Vivid Green

Black

Sunburst Orange

Blue

Laser Red

Laser Red

Foldable Tower
A black bimini top and 
wakeboard tower that’s easy 
to put up and down. Because 
your choice of fun changes as 
often as the weather.

Ski Locker
Just because you have a ton 
of gear, doesn’t mean you 
want to see it. So stow it 
away until it’s time to ride.

Notched Seating 
A small, smart cutout 
lets passengers sit more 
comfortably, which means 
no more fighting for legroom.

LOA 21´ 6.40 m Persons Capacity 10 9 CE

Beam 8´4˝ 2.54 m Approx. Dry Weight 3250 lbs 1474 kg

Fuel Capacity 41 gal 155 l Trailer Weight 1119 lbs 508 kg

Draft 15˝ 38 cm Deadrise 20º 20º

Max. Capacity 1800 lbs 816 kg Horsepower Range Twin 150 - Twin 250 hp

SPECIFICATIONS

Visit scarabjetboats.com for complete details.



255

The big boy of our lineup brings a full 25 feet of Scarab excitement to your 
dockside. Get up to 13 of your closest thrill seekers onboard and get the 
party started. Wakeboarders, skiers and tubers will dig the get-up-and-go 
of the powerful twin Rotax engines. An available Platinum Trim Package 
takes luxury to another level. It’s time to go big, so you can go big.



255

255 H.O. IMPULSE (TWIN 200/250 HP)

FEATURES

255 H.O. (TWIN 200/250 HP) + 255 BASE (TWIN 150 HP)

Vivid Green

Black

Sunburst Orange

Blue

Laser Red

Laser Red

Spacious Head
Tucked away, yet easy and 
comfortable to use, this 
head has enough space so 
people can get in, get out 
and get on with the party.

Create-A-Lounger
On those occasions when 
you have room to spread 
out and stretch the legs, the 
fold-out lounge cushion can 
easily accommodate.

Easy Walkthrough
Go from dock to rear sun 
deck to cockpit with ease 
on the thoughtfully designed 
walkthrough.

LOA 25´ 7.62 m Persons Capacity 13 12 CE

Beam 8´4˝ 2.54 m Approx. Dry Weight 3800 lbs 1724 kg

Fuel Capacity 56 gal 212 l Trailer Weight 1470 lbs 667 kg

Draft 15˝ 38 cm Deadrise 20º 20º

Max. Capacity 2100 lbs 953 kg Horsepower Range Twin 150 - Twin 250 hp

SPECIFICATIONS

Visit scarabjetboats.com for complete details.
Shown in Platinum Trim Package featuring two-tone Savannah Sand interior, diamond accent stitching, 
Cabana mat flooring and swim platform mats.

Platinum Trim



© 2015, Rec Boat Holdings, LLC. ®/TM signifies trademarks of Scarab, LLC, its affiliates or suppliers. Models are shown with non-Scarab options 
and accessories. Some models are shown with optional equipment. While Scarab makes every effort to ensure that the information contained in this 
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